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Abstract

Nowadays, Android-based mobile devices, such as smartphones and tablets, have become increas-
ingly popular, and the number of Android applications is growing dramatically. To examine and val-
idate such a high volume of applications, an automated testing and analysis environment is needed.
Such an environment is particularly useful for the detection of malicious applications which steal
the users’ personal information and incur additional charges. In this paper, we present a testing and
analysis framework for detecting such malicious applications. Our framework provides an automatic
testing flow with minimal user interventions and is enhanced with heuristics to generate stimuli for
speeding up the testing process. Compared to the built-in MonkeyRunner toolkit provided by Google,
our framework delivered better efficiency in testing and detected more malicious applications with
the added heuristics, according to our experimental results.
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1 Introduction

As the number of smart mobile devices quickly kept increasing in recent years, the Google Android
operating system has become the most favorite target for cyberspace criminals, due to the openness of
its ecosystem and the volume of its market share. Juniper Networks recently reported that the total
amount of mobile malware has increased by 614 percent between March 2012 and March 2013, to a
total of 276,259 malicious mobile applications [8]. It has been discovered that lots of severe security
vulnerabilities may be exploited to bypass Android package digital signing mechanism [2] and can even
be used to potentially infect future updates [14]. Valuable, sensitive and private contents have been
leaked and have caused great damages due to such malware [7].

Unfortunately, it has been a challenging task for information technology (IT) staffs in enterprises and
the operators of application markets (application stores) to determine whether an application is benign
or malicious before deploying or selling the application. Since the number of new/updated applications
created everyday is still increasing, an automated, efficient testing and analysis environment is needed
for the community to cope with the challenge and screen malicious applications in time.

Traditional approaches can be mainly divided into two categories: static analysis and dynamic analy-
sis. However, while many methodologies have been proposed for classifying mobile applications, many
issues still exist. For example, it would take an enormous amount of time for the testing environment to
generate proper stimuli (input) which make the application run through all possible execution paths. Fur-
thermore, some malware would disguise its malicious behavior to avoid being detected by an automatic
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testing environment. This paper further discusses existing static analysis methods, dynamic analysis
methods and their issues in Section 1.1, 1.2, and 1,3.

To address the issues, we proposed several techniques and integrated them into a framework to im-
prove the efficiency of automatic dynamic testing and analysis. We present this framework and its im-
plementation details in Section 2. To evaluate the performance of this framework, experimental results
are provided and discussed in Section 3. Finally, we concludes this paper with suggestions on further
research directions in Section 4.

1.1 Static Analysis

Static analysis utilizes the manifest of the Android applications and retrieves information such as permis-
sions and Application Programming Interface (API) calls to detect malware. The common techniques
used in static analysis methods involve but are not limited to: (1) disassemble of low-level code; (2)
extraction of important properties, e.g. system calls, use of sensitive API’s, access of storage devices,
etc.; (3) application of pattern- or signature-based classifiers.

The implementation of static analysis methods needs to further consider a variety of issues which are
specific to the Android platform. The following are recent examples:

• In SmartDroid [16], an analysis framework is developed to construct complete call graph since
the linkage between two Android classes is not only via method invocation but also relies on the
intent, especially for the view classes.

• ndroid applications which contain native codes and invoke them through the JNI interface may
leads to increased complexity in call graph analysis, which was why DroidScope [15] amended this
issue by extending the information flow tracking mechanism of SmartDroid from only covering
the Dalvik VM layer to covering the JNI native code layer.

• While the Dalvik byte code adopted by the Android platform can be easily converted back to high-
level Java source code for analysis, there are some obfuscation and evasion techniques which can
be used by malware writers to prevent being analyzed [10].

Static analysis proved to be an effective way of screening malware. With a static analysis method,
AndroidLeaks [3], evaluated 24,350 Android applications from several Android markets and found
57,299 potential privacy leaks in 7,414 of them. With manually verification discovered that 2,342 ap-
plications leak private data, including phone information, GPS locations, WiFi data, and audio recorded
with the microphone.

The advantages of static analysis are small overhead, efficient and scalable, and the prediction meth-
ods may be based on simple, manually crafted detection patterns or learning-based models.

1.2 Dynamic Analysis

Unlike static analysis methods, a dynamic analysis method executes the application under test in a con-
trolled environment, either via an emulator, sandbox or real machine with instrumentations to reveal the
application’s runtime behavior. Thus, dynamic analysis methods generally have an advantage over static
methods since the additional data collected over the runtime can be used to improve the detection rate.
Dynamically loaded library functions in Android applications can cause security issues. For example, it
was found that the use of an improper loading technique exposed the application user to code injection
attacks [9], and it is important for malware detection methods to examine and validate such codes during
the runtime.
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A complete procedure for dynamic analysis is usually divided into the following stages: (1) In-
strumentation of the application under test or the testing environment with probes to collect data, (2)
Execution of the application with proper stimuli, and (3) Collection and analysis of data to determine if
the application is malicious.

The MonkeyRunner [4] utility provided by Google is capable of generating touchscreen events and
limited system events in a random fashion for developers to test their Android applications. DroidBox
[5], as an early implementation of Android malware detection framework, used MonkeyRunner toolkit
to drive its dynamic analysis method by placing numerous API hooks in the Android system to detect
potential information leaks and to generate a visualization map to classify the similar malware samples.
In [11], an anomaly detection system was used for detecting meaningful derivations in the network traffic
patterns generated by the applications. Semi-supervised machine learning was applied to this system to
reveal two major observations: (1) Different types of applications could be categorized based on their
traffic patterns. (2) Self-downloading malware or repackaged applications could also be classified with
this mechanism.

Finally, it is possible to combine static and dynamic methods. Mobile-Sandbox [13] designed a
system to automatically analyze Android applications by combing static and dynamic analysis. It was
found that one of the fourth applications actually used native (non-Java) calls in their code. However,
as we discuss in the following subsection, the MonkeyRunner toolkit used in Mobile-Sandbox and other
works could be very inefficient in triggering malicious behavior.

1.3 Issues

There are two major issues which may hurt the performance of a dynamic analysis method. First, for
some applications, it is difficult to generate proper stimulus to have a sufficient coverage on all possible
execution paths with a reasonable amount of time. In an Android environment, such stimuli contain not
only user inputs but also system broadcast events, intents, etc. Secondly, a modern malware may try to
hide its malicious behavior in a stealth way in order to avoid being discovered easily. According to [17],
to avoid dynamic detection, some malicious applications would use system broadcast events to hibernate
and to wakeup itself.

The MonkeyRunner toolkit is quite inefficient for malware testing, since it naively and randomly
generates touchscreen events and do not necessarily trigger the application under test to execute different
paths. The MonkeyRunner toolkit does not pay attention to the structure and semantics of in the graphical
user interface (GUI) provided by the application. In addition, the MonkeyRunner toolkit only supports
a small subset of system events, which is not sufficient to expose malicious applications which may
wake up on an event which is not in the subset. In [1], the structures of embedded GUI components
were analyzed to trigger the transitions between different GUI views, but their work mainly focused on
clickable objects and did not deliver the intelligence needed to handle all varieties of GUI components
such as text inputs. Smartdroid [16] tackled this issue by analyzing the application in advance to guide
its dynamic analysis method on the paths to reach sensitive API calls, but their efforts only focused on
GUI-based events.

To expose the malicious applications which intentionally hide themselves and check if they were
executed under a testing environment, a dynamic analysis method needs to be equipped with counter-
measures. Multiple research reports show that some malware could detect whether it ran on an emulator
and decided if it should hide its malicious behavior based on such knowledge [6] [13] [12].
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2 Security Framework

Our detection framework, called APE+, is built on top of TaintDroid[13] and the APE GUI event trig-
gering tool that we developed. APE+ is capable of real-time monitoring of privacy-sensitive operations
on a smartphone by tracking the data flows inside the Dalvik VM. The framework is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The APE+ framework

The APE UI-Event Trigger is basically a GUI components crawler but is further designed to stimulate
more meaningful inputs to traverse various GUI views of the application under test with heuristics and
information from examining GUI view structures in real time. With the knowledge of the application’s
user interface, this triggering tool is an evolution from the MonkeyRunner toolkit, which is why it is
named APE. The life cycle of the view object is illustrated in Figure 2. The crawler logic is inserted
in the makeVisible() call since all the view objects in a window are well prepared only when this call is
invoked. For other GUI components which do not have the makeVisible() method, the proper place to
insert the crawler logic is within show().

The System Event Trigger serves to generate system events, such as battery status, connectivity status
change, and SMS message receiving. The frequently triggered system events are listed partially in Figure
3. Malicious applications often register themselves as listeners for such events and start working when
these events occur. For APE+ to generate different types of events on Android, the structure of an
event content needs to be properly filled, and the events are triggered with a modified version of Activity
Manager. The APE UI-Event Trigger and System Event Trigger are combined in APE+ as Smart Event
Trigger.

Before Android version 3.1, some malware abused the BOOT COMPLETED broadcast event to ac-
tivate itself after the system had booted even that it had never been executed by the user. In such a
scenario, malware could be installed and be activated automatically in next system boot without the con-
sent from the user. After Android version 3.1, applications are in a stopped state by default and cannot
receive any BOOT COMPLETED broadcast event unless they are launched by the user at least once.
Our framework is based on Android 4.1, and in order to detect more malware, we recently added the
FLAG INCLUDE STOPPED PACKAGES flag in our designed event to trigger applications in stopped
state.
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Figure 2: The life cycle of a view object

Figure 3: The list of frequently triggered system events

The Alarm Service+ is a modification of the original Android Alarm Service so that APE+ can
monitor if the application under test registers itself to wake up in a later time. Once detected, APE+ will
trigger the registered event and force the application of to wake up. Obviously, this allows APE+ to check
if a malware intends to hide its malicious behavior from a testing environment using the alarm service.
Of course, a malware writer can go further to check on the real time by referencing an external site or
checking a global time service with the NTP protocol, but then the application exposes its intention by
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doing so and can be caught by a static analysis method.
The SMS/Call Monitor is designed to check if the application under test makes a phone call or

sends out an SMS message without the consent of the user. It is also extended to check if any call
or SMS message is intercepted silently by malware since such kind of behavior is quite common for
malware to steal the SMS token that is popularly used by Web services with two-factor authentication
mechanisms. Similar to this, APE+ enables multiple security probes for sensitive operations in the
emulated environment to collect detailed traces for analysis.

In addition to the aforementioned modules, APE+ has incorporates some Anti-Anti-Emulation tech-
niques to avoid being detected by the malware when it intentionally checks if it is running within an
emulated environment. The following modifications are applied: 1) Modification of build.prop to simu-
late specific builds of Android, 2) Modification of PhoneSubInfo to replace fixed values for IMSI, IMEI
and phone numbers which are commonly used in the emulator, 3) Dynamic adjustment of signal strength
and battery status to mimic real conditions, and 4) Installation of a default set of applications which are
commonly found in most Android phones.

3 Experimental Results

In this section, we compare the performance of APE and MonkeyRunner, using 100 popular mobile
applications downloaded from a third-party market. As shown in Figure 4, the left bar indicates the
number applications which were found by the triggering method to have leaked any information (either
with benign or malicious intention), and the right bar represents the average time (in seconds) used to
test an application. In the case of MonkeyRunner, we configured the MonkeyRunner to generate 1000,
2000, and 3000 events. Obviously, with more events, it took a longer time for MonkeyRunner to finish
its test for each application, but the chance to catch an information leak was increased.

The results show that APE used far less time to test an application and triggered more number of
information leaks than MonkeyRunner did. Even when MonkeyRunner was configured to generate 3000
events, it could no longer increase its detection rate. We also noticed that 60% of the downloaded
applications collected user’s information and sent the information out to external sites, either under the
user’s permission or not. This represents serious risks to the user, since the user may have no idea what
information has been sent.

Similar results are shown in Figure 5, where 100 malicious Android applications were used to con-
duct the test. The difference was even more significant since APE quickly detected 86 malware samples
within approximately 20 seconds.

We also conducted another test for comparing APE and APE+ with 300 malicious applications. The
results are shown in Table 1, which suggests that APE+ performed better in triggering the leaks but also
needed to spend more time to handle the broadcast events. In Android, a broadcast event takes some time
to complete since the event needs to be delivered to every receivers registered to receive the event.

We further break down the security risk discovered in the 226 detected malicious applications in
Table 2 and outline the following observations: (1) Most malicious applications tried to collect privacy
information, (2) More than a half of them steals privacy information, and (3) Some of them may lead to
financial lost due to premium SMS or call.

For undetected malware samples, we also conducted manual analysis. Most of them were root-kit
exploits, and a few of them were remote control, phishing and SMS based bot. The others were not
identified as malware because the external sites which they tried to connect had been shut down.
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Figure 4: Performance comparison between APE and MonkeyRunner for 3rd-party applications

Figure 5: Performance comparison between APE and MonkeyRunner for malware

Table 1: Comparison with APE and APE+ with 300 malware applications

APE APE+

Number of Malware Detected(%) 198(66%) 226(75.33%)

Average Time Per Malware (seconds) 25.7 58.3
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Table 2: Detected malware behaviors

Total Detected Malware Information Stealing Information Collecting Financial Impact

226 137(60.61%) 216(95.57%) 73(32.30%)

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed analysis methods for detecting malware and addressed two major is-
sues of black-box based dynamic testing. The efficiency and improved coverage of stimuli is important
for a dynamic testing and analysis method to cope with today’s high volume of malicious applications.
Our proposed APE+ framework tackles these issues for automated dynamic security testing by (1) in-
telligently generating proper GUI events that leads to GUI view transitions, (2) injecting system-wide
events to cover possible execution paths, (3) monitoring the registration of the alarm service and boosting
the timer-based wakeup events, and (4) adding monitoring mechanisms for privacy related APIs. Our
experimental results show improved performance with theses techniques.

In our future work, we would like to extend our framework to leverage the information gathered in
static analysis stage that can have more advantages to provide best-fit stimuli and to deal with root-kit and
botnet-controlled malware. We would also like to embrace big data and machine learning techniques to
enhance the classification, since our APE+ framework has paved the road for data collection. Finally, we
hope to reinforce our anti-anti-emulation mechanism so that APE+ may have stronger resilience against
the malware which incorporate new anti-emulation capabilities.
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